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SSppeeaakkiinngg  ooff  SSppaanniisshh  
 

Lo siento, pero yo no hablo Español. I need 

to know that phrase because, alas, I do not 

speak Spanish despite growing up in the 

Land of Enchantment. I know a few Spanish 

words, can recite the Spanish alphabet and 

do make an effort to correctly pronounce the 

Spanish words found in abundance 

everywhere in New Mexico.  

   But pronouncing Spanish words correctly 

can get unpredictable results. Non-Spanish 

speakers may not understand so you have to 

repeat the word using the common local 

pronunciation. Candelaria is an example. 

Worse, non-Spanish speakers may think 

you’re trying to show superiority by putting 

on airs. If you have a good enough accent, 

Spanish speakers may assume you actually 

know Spanish and speak to you in Spanish! 

Then the phrase above can come in handy. 

   I can hear the melodiousness and pleasing 

rhythms of the Spanish language, which 

must make Spanish poetry sound very 

pleasing indeed. Just the phrase abra la 

puerta seems much more musical to my ear 

than the English equivalent, open the door. 

The Spanish words are pronounced in a 

lively fashion using the lips and front of the 

mouth while the English words are 

pronounced in the middle of the mouth with 

less energy and can almost be swallowed.  

   Don’t get me wrong. I am a big fan of the 

English language (especially since it’s the 

only language I know!). I listed a few of the 

virtues of English in my article, “May I have 

a Word with You?” I have read and written 

poems in English and appreciate the 

flexibility and wide range of expression 

English offers. With apologies to readers 

who speak German—which is a venerable 

and excellent language for science and 

philosophy—English too works quite well 

for science and technology, as well as for 

global commerce. But I’m off track. Sorry.  

   I stumbled through a year of high school 

Spanish in a classroom full of kids who 

already spoke and read Spanish. Since then, 

I have spent many bucks on dictionaries and 

numerous books, some of which promised I 

could “learn Spanish quickly and easily!” I 

spent more money on well-known computer 

software that advertises great success for 

aspiring Spanish speakers. But repeating 

words to computer software is nothing like 

trying to speak to another person. Anyway, I 

can report I was not successful even after 

many hours in front of a computer screen. 

   I eventually concluded I do not have 

whatever it takes to be multilingual. Years 

ago I gave most of my Spanish books to a 

Latino co-worker who despite his Spanish 

surname did not speak the language. He was 

eager to learn. I was happy to give him the 

books that represented frustration to me. 

   And to be honest, dear reader, when I 

attempted to speak Spanish, friends and co-

workers laughed at me. My ego just could 

not tolerate the humiliation. 

   A neighbor of mine and I had a joint 

project for a wall connecting our properties. 

She and I interviewed two prospective 

workers who spoke only Spanish. My 

neighbor served as translator. She speaks 

impeccable English and excellent Spanish. I 

watched with admiration as she switched 

quickly and easily between languages. Her 

brain has neural pathways my brain lacks! 

   I have three Hispanic grandchildren who 

do not speak Spanish. They are not alone. I 

knew a family that spoke both English and 

Spanish at home when their son was born. 

Years later when their daughter came along, 

they spoke only English at home. Their son 

was bilingual, their daughter was not. 

   Even though 95% of Hispanics (according 

to Pew Research) think it is important for 

future generations living in the U.S. to speak 

Spanish, some American families with 

Hispanic roots decline to speak Spanish in 

their homes. An important heritage is lost. If 

you speak another language, I urge you to 

pass it along to the next generations!   


